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Social Software and Web 2.0+
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Social Software
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Software applications which provide, promote, enhance social and 
collaborative functions and interactions

Generally web-based and accessible to anyone

Can be used in “intra” or “extra” context re internal/external to org

Tend to be open, modular and facilitate sharing of media/data

Providing an identity is a requirement



Web 2.0
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“2nd generation” of web environment and approaches

Web application development & design which uses/encourages 
interoperability and collaboration

Also an approach to communication/management which encourages 
openness, collaboration and sharing of information

Government 2.0 a reflection of attempts to use Web 2.0 approaches to 
make communication between gov and citizens easier/better

Anything 2.0!



Web 3.0/Semantic Web
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Next generation web landscape

Refers to a web landscape where data and services are well defined and 
described, making them discoverable by machines/processes

Describing data and relationships to other data and domains - creating a 
vast interlinked network of data

Personal Agents often invoked in this context



Contexts & Integration
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Opportunities

Build staff capacity/comfort with latest tools

Facilitate a culture of open collaboration and participation

Train staff on tools that community will also use

Craft solutions that integrate: front and back, internal and external

Open and responsive communication

Empowerment of user community - think of community as extension 
of your operation
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Challenges

Increased expectations from user community for better communication and 
openness

Potential for “loss” of control to user community

Requires monitoring and care

Opens all the doors and windows to what can is often a closed world

Wild Wild Web can encourage lack of respect and “flippancy”
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Integration

Traditional approach to “corporate” IT and Web 2.0 not always in tune

Need for control over content and message presents challenge

Federal CLF and web frameworks may limit options

Web 2.0 apps generally free and easy to install

When local not an option can still use in the commons
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Communication
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Make it Easy
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Many of us struggle with internal communication let alone external

Often use outdated distribution lists specific to one piece of email SW

Look at open and granular solutions that can migrate

Local and hosted options provide flexibility

MUST be a no-brainer to use (ie. go to my e-mail as the LCD)



Listservs
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Listserv is trademark - “e-mail lists” more common for generic systems

Around for a long time (since early days of Internet)

Mature, functional, reliable and goes where people live: EMAIL

Local and hosted options

Local have more control, integration with local user databases like LDAP

Remote easier to maintain, no maintenance, richer feature-set, security issue



Mailman
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Yahoo/Google Groups
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Free and easy to use (there are ads)

Groups are very similar to Listservs - allow Private and Public options

Do not need Yahoo/Google mail account to join

Get messages sent to local mail software

Advanced features in Yahoo Groups for additional collaboration

Can be enabled/setup by community as well as VO

Viable alternative to Facebook
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Blogging

Blogging often thought of as a personal diary-type thing

Also useful for internal communication, esp. when you want to share outside

Good when you want to control content - comments can change this

Good examples of where a blog can be useful

new resources, tips & techniques, news/issues

you host Blog and invite guest posters from community

Easy to integrate into other sites/apps using RSS
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IM/Chat Software

Many are proprietary, but very useful

Use as a chat client, including audio and video

GW Chat for internal

Skype/MSN/Jabber for larger distributed network and internal mixed

great for group chats, meetings with some people elsewhere

Skype can also use to call land lines ($40 per year for NA)

Skype conferencing function very useful
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Twitter

Typing What I'm Thinking To Everyone Reading

Twitter is a microblogging or social “breadcrumb” application

Tweets limited to 140 characters and can be tagged (#iphone)

Follow friends tweets with a variety of clients and on various devices

Can twitter freeform text, del.icio.us bookmarks and more

“Send to Twitter” an increasingly common option in applications

Estimates have Twitter as 3rd only to Facebook & MySpace
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Collaboration & Social 
Networking
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Rich Tools Available

Collaboration in a common online framework provides significant advantages

Range of tools can meet this need

Functions include

file editing/sharing (the cornerstone)

discussion forums, chat and more
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Google Docs

The most commonly used for document sharing

Easy and evolving constantly

Word processing, spreadsheets, presentations

Advanced features include forms integration

Other alternatives (like Zoho.com), but Google is the juggernaut
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Wikis

Wikis provide a more “democratic” collaboration environment

Useful for public document editing and creating long-term resources

Many hosted options

PBWiki one of the nicer and easier to use

MediaWiki same system as Wikipedia - good option for locally hosted

When to use a GoogleDocs vs Wiki? Presentation vs. Collaboration, Internal 
vs. External
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Facebook

Facebook is a social environment created for academe but now everywhere

Can add range of content, create custom applications

Ability to galvanize community around an issue is huge

Often organizations are unaware of the activity until it is “too late”

Need to be aware of intruding on community

Would you use Facebook in your business context?
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Others

Social Networking sites pop up daily - most fail

One promising development are systems that allow you to create custom, 
walled-garden social environment

Some promising ones include:

Ning (Netscape founder) allows users to create own social networks

Elgg - more flexible, extensible

Is your organization part of a group? How do you know?
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Learning, Support, Documents
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Every Opportunity
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Core to my approach is that every collaborative opportunity is an opportunity 
to learn

Sometimes it is useful to take a more proactive/deliberative approach

Good example is recent move at UPEI to Moodle as the LMS

used as an opportunity to teach staff how to use/support campus LMS

now use Drupal for most collaborative work at Robertson Library, but Moodle 
experience was key to wide adoption by staff, as was UL champion



Moodle
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Moodle is a fully-functional, open source LMS

UPEI moved from WebCT to Moodle for all course in 2007

Goal for 2008-09 is to have a presence for every course on campus

Robertson Library developed a Library Resources block that is part of every 
course and gives course-grained access to library material

Library used extensively for staff communication
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Support

One way to solicit comments/feedback/complaints is a form on website

May also consider a “tech support” approach to follow-up, communication

Form allows submission of request

Once submitted staff can assign to someone

Progress communicated via e-mail or login to website

Model useful in all manner of contexts where request are made and 
feedback is useful
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Documents
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Providing access to repository of digital documents

Services like “Scan This Book”

Facilitated by systems like Greenstone

provides access to digital collections as well as metadata

easy to “publish” collection on CD for distribution

UPEI Islandora system more complex and robust

an option for access to specific collections with no local IT effort

Opportunity to engage community in building repository
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Research Supports
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Sharing research is a great way to grow an organization

share research citations with tools like RefWorks, Zotero

share websites and other resources via Del.icio.us

share images and presentations via Flickr or SlideShare
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UPEI VRE
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UPEI taking the research collaboration one step further

VRE - Virtual Research Environment

collaborative tools focused on interdisciplinary research groups

Drupal integrated with Fedora repository

same system used for Living Archives project

Used by over 20 groups at UPEI

Combines CMS/Collaboration with Repository
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New & Emerging 
Technologies
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Security & Privacy Issues
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Security
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Apps not served locally may have legal issues re discovery (U.S.)

Large external community means less known about users

Proliferation of spoofing/spam, etc.

Sometimes you don’t know how your data is being used



Privacy

Social environments encourage people to write first, think later

Greater tendency to share (the Well is oldest example)

Can be challenge to ensure privacy of people/data in mash-up world

Easy to spread/leak information in a social web

Need to provide an identity may be an issue for some
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